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Discover how Oracle's E-Business Suite applications are designed to address the Oracle E-Business Suite supports
today's evolving business models, drives .

Some of the business benefits that can be achieved include reduced fulfillment costs, reduced order fulfillment
cycle time, increased order accuracy, and greater on-time delivery. Also get to know about the form details of
application, the server name etc. The suite was launched in February and contains a number of product lines
which users can implement into their own businesses. The application can create detailed, constraint-based
production schedules and materials plans. Continue Reading. Monitor efficiently in large environments In
larger IT environments, multiple servers will be deployed on clusters. Detect the performance of applications
running on the server Drill down to get to know the server on which an application is hosted and know its
status. First released in , E-Business Suite was Oracle's first full bundle of ERP and CRM applications; it
remains the most widely used line of business applications in the company's product portfolio, despite
subsequent acquisitions of various other application vendors and technologies, including JD Edwards,
PeopleSoft and Siebel. Apart from this, it also informs about the number of processed and failed requests. It
provides information to plan future demand and safety stock within the warehouse. Due to the complex
multi-tier architecture, monitoring these applications is a very difficult task, making it nearly impossible for an
IT admin to detect the cause of a failure, in the event of a downtime. Companies can predict market
requirements, innovate in response to volatile market conditions, and align operations across global networks.
The TMS function delivers functionality for all modes of transportation, from full truckload to complex air,
ocean, and rail shipments. You can determine why a process is running slow by measuring the heap size of the
process deployed on a server. Also, it becomes easier to track down the failed server in a cluster and
troubleshoot faster. E-Business Suite contains application modules that support different aspects of CRM,
ERP and SCM operations, including customer service management, financial management, human capital
management, project portfolio management, procurement, and value chain planning and execution. Details
like the site name, the instance and the cache size etc. The benefits of the TMS function include reduced
transportation costs , improved customer service , and greater asset utilization. Oracle offers industry-specific
solutions that include product development, demand management, sales, and operations planning,
transportation management, and supply management. Using Applications Manager, you can drill down to
details about the servers in each cluster and its status of operation. Oracle EBS Monitoring using Applications
Manager ManageEngine's Applications Manager , an out-of-the-box , proactive monitoring solution evaluates
the performance of your Oracle E- business suite by accurately drilling down to identify the root cause of an
issue, measuring the response time of the requests, and providing comprehensive reports on the server's
overall health and availability. Get to know all the details about the server By tracking thread pool utilization
you can prevent deadlocks and detect thread pool exhaustion. Also measure the memory and CPU usage of all
the form resources running on the server. The applications that are included in the E-Business Suite cover the
wide range of business processes that are found in any company. The CRM application also includes
internet-focused products such as catalogs, content management, and quote and order management. Oracle
CRM The Oracle CRM application provides front-office functions which help businesses to increase
customers and customer loyalty and satisfaction. The module provides business processes that can deliver
efficient utilization of employees, equipment, and space in the distribution process. It integrates and
streamlines transportation planning, execution, and freight payment. Supply Chain Applications Supply chain
applications power information-driven supply chains. In , Oracle released a new suite called Oracle Fusion
Applications, which was designed to provide a common upgrade path for users of Oracle E-Business Suite and
the company's other business applications. Benefits include an acceleration of the flow of products through the
supply chain while reducing lead times and releasing working capital , real-time inventory management,
cross-docking, pick-by-line, advanced ship notices ASN , inbound planning, and yard management. As part of
an Oracle Applications Unlimited strategy, though, Oracle said the E-Business Suite applications and its other
product lines will continue to be updated despite the development of the Fusion software. Built in reports and
dashboards Applications Manager informs you about the health and performance of your Oracle EBS
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environment with the help of accurate , readily available reports and dashboards. Monitor the web cache
performance The request filter statistics, indicate the requests that are sent between the server and the browser.


